A 0.8 pm CMOS operational amplifier confisuratian with a slew rate in excess of 2 VJni and a unity gain bandwidth of 55 MH;: With toad capacitance of I S pF is proposed. This employs B dynamic technique that rums on a large cumcnt sourcc when the rate of change of input is lurgei than a pro-decided vduc.
Infroduclion: CMOS opamps typically have their slew rates of the order of 0.01 V/ns. CMOS opamps with their slew rates an order of magnitude larger have becn proposed [I-SI. Dynamic current boosting is a popular technique employed to increase the slew rate. In [I] , a large current source is tumed on whenever the input crosses a presct voltage level. Here, if the input continues to remain above the preset level for an appreciable time, there is a largc powcr dr& In this Letter. we present an alternate dynamic scheme that tums on a large current only when the rate afchange ofthe input signal is larger than a preset value (Fig. I ). This reduces the dynamic power consumption appreciably. Results of the PSPICE simulation of the proposed StmCtUTC are presented. or MI I would be made ON and that in tum makes switches MI4 or M I 5 ON. Now M 14 and MIS act as switches that sink heavy dynamic current once they are activated by the comparator output. The output from the differential input stage is fed to the class-AB staE,e through a self-biased high swing current mirror circuit as shown in Fig. 2 . M31-M36 forms the standard class-AB output stage with nearly rail-to-rail output voltage swing. The dynamic current remains on for the (maximum) duration o f thc "se time and fall time and is -10 mA. reduction in resonant frequcncy compared with a conventional hatfwave patch antenna 151. However, it is expcnsive to build in reality because of its complexity. Moreover, the bandwidth of this antenna is only 8.7%, which is not wide enough for the 1MT-2000 systems. The sccond method is to CUI a rectangular slot in the antenna to increase the current path [6]. This antenna has wideband performance and can cover the IMT-2000 system as it has an impedance bandwidth of 25.6% for VSWR af less than 2. Unfortunately, its reduction in resonant frequency is only 53%. In this Letter, based on thc concept a f cutting slot and adding shorting pins, a new small patch antenna with wide impedancc bandwidth of 21.5% is presented. shape. An irregular shaped slot is etched on the patch surface. Two shorting pins are added to connect the patch to the ground plane. The total length ofthe slot affects thc resonant frequency. When the length of the slot is increased, the resonant frequency of the antenna is reduced 171. To fabricate the antenna, a straight slot is cut into thc patch surface. However, the length of the slot is limited by thc size of the patch. Therefore, to effectively increase the total length of the slot, another irregular shaped slot connecting to the straight slot is cut into the surface of the patch. Additionally, the purpose of the branch of the slot (6.8 mm in length) is to improve the matching ofthe antenna. The patchismadeofcopper,and is 16mm(0.11io)by 18.5mm(0.13iu).
The antenna thickness is --1/12-wavelength (12.5 mm) of the centre frequency. The dielectric constant of the substrate is close to unity. The feed point is I mm from the left-hand edge and 14 mm from the lower edge. The width afthe irregular shaped slot is 0. 
